
CCC IV - CONTEMPORARY CULTURE CONVENTION IV
A FAIR FOR MODERN OVER- AND UNDERGROUND CULTURE

CONCEPTION

INTRODUCTION
music, graphic design, video and movies with a contemporary edge are the pillars of the
culture named in the title. with the upcoming event we would like to address the creators
as well as the consumers of this culture, nationwide.

last year's edition of the ccc rose from a desire to combat the ongoing "ghettoisation" of
local cultural productions in the different regions in switzerland.
structures to make cultural diversity possible and to promote intra-regional exchange
have already been created. the organizers of the next ccc are working hard to bring such
systems to fruition. the artists involved should become more aware of their function as
an element in a network. comparable to a fresh-cell-cure, every cell  requires an
overlapping exchange among the genres.

in order to increase the attractiveness and freshness of the aforesaid cells, we invite a
host-country, with which we strive for a concrete exchange among artists who are not
part of a network yet.

the organizers' goal is to bring off the event on a non-profit and self-financed basis. the
artists's fees, for example, cover only their expenses, and the stands are offered for self
covering prices.

it's obvious, the ccc will only continue to be possible with the help of cultural foundations,
theme-related organisations and private sponsors.
at the same time the ccc is looking for specific media partners who are dealing with the
topic beforehand and who will inform their region about the aims, functions and content
of the ccc. thereby an emphasis is placed on involving artists from exotic swiss regions
(wallis, graubünden, tessin, jura, etc.).

it should be clear that the ccc does not only serve a few involved individuals, but should
satisfy a lot of needs and should enrich berne as a cultural centerpoint. furthermore, the
ccc is an expression of the work of active individuals also recognized abroad, mainly
because of the ccc cd-and vinyl-compilation and the presence on the internet.



COURSE OF EVENTS
the ccc will take place from the 13th until the 15th of may in several rooms in the
reitschule in bern. the "grosse halle" provides ample room for theme related stands
(labels, organizers, collectives, clubs, dj- and record stores, graphic design and video
ateliers etc.) also projections and installations will take place there. in the three rooms
are tought for music listening, dancing and partying: the "dachstock", the main venue,
the "sous le pont" a restaurant and the "frauenraum" women's room will provide room
for musical enjoyment. the cinema will be the place for discussions and movies.

the printed programme booklet should inform visitors about artists, stands and their
backgrounds. all artists who have subscribed will be listed. the ccc organizers will use the
booklet as a base for further steps of the ccc.

in order to stimulate exchange among the involved artists and to reach the highest
possible networking efficiency, artists are kindly invited to use the offered accomodation
in the reithalle where they will have the chance to be present during the whole event.

with the help of everyone involved, of the media including tv, radio, press and internet,
as well as assistance from cultural organizations, it will be possible to achieve the
abovementioned goals.

we look forward forward to having your support!
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